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Introduction to adam 

 

Based in Milton Keynes, adam has been successfully delivering our Category Development 

System since 2012. adam has helped to commission complex services for over 60,000 people 

in the UK and is used for managing spend on services exceeding £900m on behalf of 50+ 

public sector organisations across the UK across 92 different categories of spend.  The 

system has been successfully used across a wide range of spend areas and has delivered 

both improvements in quality and cashable savings (9% on average) to our clients.  It is 

significant to note that most local authority clients engage adam to work within the most 

complex categories within an authority such as social care or housing.   

 

With our knowledgeable and dedicated staff, we have designed, built and maintained our 

proprietary cloud-based platform (SProc.Net), which delivers an end-to-end solution for the 

management of commissioned services – from patient management, supplier management 

and payment, to the central functions of service commissioning.  The SProc.Net solution 

resides on a single technology platform which means the process is seamlessly integrated for 

better process-flow, ease of use, and comprehensive reporting.  

 

However, we don’t start with the technology.    

 

We want to create a more manageable and more human process with our partners.  And 

only then, once we’ve agreed on what that looks like, do we wrap technology and process 

around your vision ensuring that the power of technology is harnessed for the people it 

should serve.   

 

To date our system has been used by the public sector in the following set of complex 

services:  

 

• Social care and healthcare services (Care Home services, Home Support services, Various 

day opportunities, supported living, etc.) 

• Public health services  

• Childrens’ services (alternative education services, social support services) 

• Temporary Accommodation services 

• Consultancy services 

• Temporary staffing services 

• Transport services 

• Training services 

• Repairs and Maintenance (Good and Services) 
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Category Development System – Sproc.Net 

 
The adam Category Development system is an online platform that manages the end to-end 

commissioning processes for any category of spend. Sitting between council wide systems, 

the commissioning of any service is typically carried out by a number of sperate silo 

databases, or through manual work.  

 
The adam Category Development System (CDS) supports the commissioning process by 

putting in place a digital platform that not only digitises the core function, but also supports 

both supplier and service user interaction in the commissioning process. 

 

 

The CDS includes three core systems within a single Digital Platform – SProc.Net, Case 

Management System and Service User Portal – which are all fully and seamlessly integrated 
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and incorporate key processes and functions. These separate elements can be implemented 

in one, or implemented separately (see individual GCloud services).  

The complete Digital Platform is modularised in the following way to support separate 

business processes within the single platform: 

• Supplier Sourcing – creating a Provider base 

o Advertising opportunities to potential providers  

o Accrediting potential providers o  

o Enrolling providers to the supply chain o  

o Reporting of the above 

• eBrokerage – commissioning from the provider base  

o Requirement definition 

o Distribution of requirement to providers 

o Offer received from providers 

o Review of offers 

o Service Agreement to contractualise the service 

o Reporting of the above 

• Provider Payment – paying providers  

o Service Agreement to contractualise the service  

o Service Receipt (eInvoice) from provider to Council direct into AP system  

o Payment service through adam 

• Supplier Management – manage providers  

o Supplier Relationship Management through two-way platform  

o Reporting of the above  

• Case Management System – managing service user records 

• Service User Portal  – citizen access in to the commissioning process 

o Self-Assessment process to assess or signpost  

o Advice and Guidance portal to publicise relevant material to citizens 

o Commissioning platform to allow direct service commissioning for selffunders, 

DP or PHB users 

 

Our Services Explained 

 

Case Management System (CMS) 

adam’s Case Management System provides an intuitive and fully cloud-based records 

management system covering the entirety of the Service Users’ care journey: from assessing 

patient eligibility through to creating a care package and management of provider billing. Built 

within our core SProc.Net product, there is a seamless integration to the main commissioning 
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and billing system allowing real-time movement of data between systems.  The system is also 

integrated with the NHS Spine database, ensuring data is kept up-to-date and relevant. 

A key feature of the system is mobile accessibility, allowing users to enter information directly 

into the system as and when they need to – this could be whilst completing a review or 

assessment off site, with an individual. What’s more, utilising the benefits of cloud-based 

technology offers excellent system uptime and speed, making things easier for system users. 

 

The Service User’s Journey 

Our system has been built to cover the entirety of the service user’s journey, storing 

structured information, making it simple and easy for users within the client to track 

information stored in the system. 

The system covers the following steps in the Service User’s journey whilst making it easy 

and simple for the user: 

1. Assessing Eligibility and Decision Making 

The adam CMS system manages the entire decision-making process from the point a 

referral is received through to the final decision being made; tracking each step in 

between (e.g. Assessments, Panels and Appeals). Any type of referral can be logged 

and used to trigger the start of the process whether it be in paper-form or a phone 

call. Time stamps are applied on each transaction and change action, allowing users to 

monitor the length of time the referral process takes. 

 

2. Creating a Care Package 

Following the decision-making process, multiple care packages can instantly be 

created for each record as required. Clear information on each package created 

is visible in a list view, allowing filtering and exporting of data. Additional detail 

is available within each package, covering joint funding arrangements, cost code 

information and Service Provider details, alongside others. Utilising our live  

interface with the CQC, Service Provider ratings are visible when clicking into the 

main detail of the record, allowing users to view the Quality measure of any 

Service Provider, with ease. 
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Figure 1. Patient Records 

As the system is fully integrated with the commissioning process found in adam’s 

SProc.Net, authorised Service Providers can assist in managing changes within care 

packages directly via the system. 

 

3. Creating Invoices 

CMS contains a full log of financials, allowing the user within the client to 

log Invoices directly onto the system within any time frame, allowing for 

direct comparison against the expected cost for the given period. 

A further key and unique feature is Service Provider Self-Billing through the 

system. Integration with SProc.Net allows Service Provider users of the system to 

electronically Self-Bill, effectively self-certifying delivery of the service in 

accordance with the terms outlined in the package. Furthermore, by using a 

built- in auto approval mechanism, Invoices can be passed for payment within 

certain conditions, e.g., within a specific tolerance of the expected cost, thereby 

promoting even greater efficiencies within the entire process. 

 

4. Service User Reviews 

Much like managing Referrals, Service User Reviews can be completed within the 

system, with pre-built tasks triggering reminders to complete reviews on time 

ensuring that reviews are not delayed for each Service User. 

Utilising mobile-accessible functionalty, information can be entered directly 

into the system during the review providing even more efficiency into the 

process. 
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5. Safeguarding Logs and General Information 

Information regarding Safeguarding Incidents can be logged on a patient record and 

made clearly visible for each user. In addition to this, information relating to any 

concerns or notes for a Service User can be logged in a dedicated area. 

 

The User’s Journey 
 

The system covers the following areas in the user’s journey 

 

1. Accessible Landing Page 

The system landing page has been built with usability in mind, providing an intuitive 

navigation area within the site. Clear icons have been used to signpost the user to 

each area and support the user in recognising each area. 

In addition to this, quick-links to priority items have been added to the list pages 

below the main navigational items. This contains information on all tasks and 

messages relating to the specific user, signposting the user to those items they have 

yet to view or are overdue. 

 

 

Figure 2. adam’s CMS Landing Page 

 

2. Full Task Management 

Functionality around user Tasks have been created across multiple areas of the system 

to alert users of requisite next steps. Tasks can be measured, monitored and re-

allocated to ensure that work is completed in a timely manner and when required, 

providing full management information. 

For instance, when recording a patient review and selecting the review period, e.g., 12 
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months, the next review date will auto-populate, triggering a Task for another user to 

complete the review. Reminders and notifications are then managed, with a 

dashboard collating all tasks within sub-sections for ease of use. This will signpost 

users to their own Tasks and, more specifically, those which are overdue. 

3. Built-in Messaging 

Our system contains a built-in Messaging tool on each Service User record allowing 

users to interact with each other directly through the system, sharing information with 

other users, within a controlled environment. Key functionality includes read receipts 

on each message, a full audit trail and the ability to add other individuals to 

conversations. 

4. An Audit Trail on Each Transaction 

A full audit trail is available to view and export for each transaction, showing a 

full, time-stamped, history of updates made on the system. This will allow users 

to view clear details on who has created and edited records to support data 

quality checking and compliance monitoring. 

5. Financial Management and Reporting 

All financial information can be logged into the system, supporting the client 

with their financial management compliance and reporting. As well as the 

standard reporting suite, custom reports can be created to manage specific 

requirements, aiding day-to-day activities and statutory returns. 

6. Anomaly Reporting 

Anomalies Dashboard – this section on CMS displays anomalies that will be 

generated by a bulk check of data between SProc.Net’s active and recently 

deceased Patients against the data held on Spine to see what information is 

mismatching. The dashboard shows Anomalies by Pending/Completed and by 

Anomaly Type. 

7. Referral Management dashboard 

This dashboard will show a list of all Referrals along with the following 

information pertaining to each:  

• Referral status.  

• ID of related Individual.  

• Number of days on the 28-day-clock.  

• Whether the Referral is “On time” or “Overdue”.  

• Number of open Contribution Requests.  
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• Assessment Date.  

• Any other additional columns required as defined.  

• Referal RAG status 

Management Information 

 

CMS provides multiple reporting streams to users. Items are list-driven and are all 

customisable, filterable and exportable to Excel allowing data to be extracted directly from 

the system in an easy and simple way. 

 

In addition to this, a full Reporting Suite has been developed covering key reports required 

for users to conduct their daily activities. Statutory dashboard reports have also been 

developed for specific areas for the client to fulfil all responsibilities 

 

Supplier Sourcing 

Supplier sourcing portal to engage, onboard and enrol fully complaint provider base, based 

on locally defined measures. Transactional website engages potential providers and gives 

visibility over requirements, through to registration and online application to join supply 

chain. Document capture, external reference (Experian / CQC) and system rules to automate 

assessment. 

The Supplier Sourcing package gives clients a single, fully integrated solutions for the 

engagement and onboarding of potential providers, across any category of spend. The 

package provides a single maintainable brochure site to externalise relevant content to any 

potential providers, and provides the relevant sign posting to guide providers in to the 

registration and onboarding process.  

This onboarding process is structured and configurable, allowing the introduction of 

automatic checks to improve efficiency of processing, whilst proving structured data for 

reporting. 

Advertise  

 

In order to reach the widest possible provider market it is crucial that your approach to 

buying is open, fair and transparent, giving provider sufficient information to make a 

decision as to whether to join the supply chain:  

• Our provider Demand Site is used to publish all entry criteria to join the supply chain, 

useful information to inform that decision, as well as details around all requirements 

and service agreements awarded  
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• In addition the platform can electronically publish opportunities to OJEU and 

Contracts Finder  

Accreditation 

• Your existing provider base will be accredited via the system to ensure they meet the 

necessary objective quality criteria required to be an approved provider.  

• Your existing provider base will be accredited via the system to ensure they meet the 

necessary objective quality criteria required to be an approved provider. 

• Accreditation can consist of an array of criteria, including financial check, insurance 

levels and a standardised provider contract (may include e.g. CQC check) 

• Accreditation applications can be reviewed and accepted/rejected by our Supplier 

Engagement team reducing your workload   

• The Supplier Engagement team will additionally identify new providers if required. 

This can include analysing regions or specialities with more urgent capacity issues   

Enrolment  

• All providers (at location level) that meet the necessary entry criteria will be enrolled 

to be a provider 

• This could include method statements, references, service user surveys etc. The 

specific criteria will be determined during the implementation process   

• Our team will take responsibility for supporting the providers through the  application 

process and therefore the authority’s only task will be to review the enrolment 

application and accept/reject   

 

 

 

eBrokerage 

 
Two-way portal, digitizing the health and care brokerage process for procurement of 

services. Template driven requirement process to fully personalize service need based 

defining essential and non-essential elements. Direct provider input. Fully customizable with 

automatic offer review, provider ranking, contract award. Full audit and real-time reporting / 

MI. 

 

The adam eBrokerage solution provides councils and CCGs with unrivalled functionality for 

the brokering of packages of services from an external market. Predominantly used within a 

care setting – supporting the purchasing of placements across the UK for Home Support, 

Residential Care, Nursign Care, SEN Placement, Short Breaks and many more – the 

eBrokerage solution is equally used to purchase non-care based services and goods across a 

variety of categories e.g. Temporary Accommodation, RMS, Parks and Leisure, Consultancy 
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etc. 

eBrokerage by adam provides and unique structures digital platform that covers the full 

brokerage process from the initial detailing of the requirement / need, through to 

distributing to the registered providers, offers and then contracting. Fully configurable the 

solution manages any contract type and is able to incorporate any method of buying to 

include features such as fixed pricing, variable MEAT criteria, automatic offer ranking etc. 

Data is fully structured ensuring complete transparency and auditability of process.  
 

The two-way nature of the system ensures that providers are not only better engaged in the 

process but able to ensure offers are better matched to the services defined, delivering 

better outcomes for the citizens concerned. 

 

 

Requirement Creation 

 

• Your commissioning team can create a bespoke service requirement, reflecting the 

full specification of the package 

• The specification can be in-part template driven depending on the type of good or 

service 

• In addition the system allows drop down choices, pick lists, free text fields etc. as per 

the customer and category configuration agreed during implementation 

• The requirement is sent to the entire market, or distribution can be restricted at 

the user or customer’s discretion 

 

Offer 

• To submit an offer, providers must confirm how they can deliver the goods or 

services specified in the requirement 

o All responses will be in a standard format to allow easy comparison 

• Providers must also submit a unit price that will form part of their offer score 

 

 

Client Review 

 

• The system provides you with a shortlist of the best offers submitted based on 

initial price and quality 

• Each offer can be assessed on quality 

• During this period all offers are re-ranked according to the MEAT criteria based 

upon: 

 

o Provider Quality Score (combination of system stored data on provider 

profile)   

o Price score   

o Quality score (as assessed on the specific offer)  
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Service Agreement  

 

• Once the placement has been agreed the service agreement is awarded through the 

system  

• The system will consolidate the requirement and offer details into a legally binding 

contract to which providers must agree electronically 

o Confirmation emails are automatically generated by the system to you and 

successful provider notifying the agreed care package 

 

 

Provider Payments 

 
Secure and reliable digital provider payment platform. Integrating with adam eBrokerage 

module, or LA / CCG contracts, to deliver a two-way payment system with electronic 

invoicing, automatic validation and exception management, and automated payment 

processes. Online access to payment processes for providers. Full audit and real-time 

reporting / MI. 

 

The adam Provider Payments system manages the prompt and efficient process for paying 

clients. From the initial loading or creating of contracts the two-way platform ensures 

accuracy of payment, delivers prompt and efficient payment, whilst proving complete 

visibility over the payment cycle to both payer and payee. 

 

Flexible configuration ensures that policy can be applied through process to manage 

differing payment cycles or automatic invoice validation as example. 

 

The process ensures complete transparency for the providers, giving confidence on payment 

timescales and values. The process manages payments through an entirely electronic 

platform which manages invoices per contract meaning exceptions are managed without 

impacting on provider overall cash flow. 

 

Service Receipting  

• Providers submit electronic service receipts to self-certify they have delivered the 

service in accordance with the terms outlined in the service agreement 

• Approval of a service receipt is required for it to progress to payment  

• The auto approval mechanism allows receipts to be passed for payment so long as 

they are within an agreed percentage of the expected cost 

• Any service receipts that are not auto approved will be sent to the appropriate 

approver for review and approval  
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Invoicing  

• We provide you with a single weekly consolidated invoice of all approved service 

receipts  

o This invoice can be loaded directly into the your payment system without the 

need  for any manual data entry at any point during the process, whilst 

incorporating  accounting best practice of a three-part matching process  

 

 Self-Bill  

• Each invoice automatically generates a self-bill invoice on behalf of the provider for 

the relevant service receipts as per the self-billing agreement all providers will sign at 

the accreditation step. 

o This reduces the need for providers to raise invoices whilst ensuring complete 

accuracy within invoices raised  

 Payment  

• Based on the consolidated invoice, you then make a payment to adam that will in 

turn pay providers based on the self-bill invoice values  

• We subsequently manage all payment queries, bank detail amendments etc. 

 

Supplier Management (SRM) 
 

Effective management of provider markets is fundamental to public sector bodies wishing to 

maximise results within their commissioning activity. adam’s innovative SRM module has 

been built based on years’ of experience of working with public sector partners to do exactly 

that. 

Currently in use to manage social care, healthcare, education and transport markets, SRM 

can revolutionise how public sector bodies maximise results. 

adam’s SRM solution is a quality and contract monitoring tool. 

It has been designed to manage large and complex supplier markets, which makes it the 

perfect tool for use within care and helps organisations meet their duty under the Care Act. 
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What does it do? 

It allows public sector bodies to truly understand what is happening in their local market and 

work with providers to improve individual and market performance. At a time when 

government suppliers are struggling financially, it ensures that our customers are aware of 

risk, performance issues, and opportunities to improve, in real time. 

Uniquely, it’s genuinely a two-way tool. Each supplier has their own window into SRM to 

understand their own performance against other providers. By working with providers and 

not against them, SRM can deliver significant improvements for suppliers and customers 

alike. 

SRM can help organisations: 

• Engage with shape their local supplier market 

• Understand performance issues and opportunities 

• Profile risk and take remedial action 

• Gain insight to inform strategic and operational decision making  

• Improve information sharing across regions and sectors (therefore supporting the 

care integration agenda) 

How does it work? 

• Individual profile per provider, verified against third party data sources such as 

Companies House etc. 

• Multiple data sources 

• Third party integrations (e.g. Experian, CQC) 

• Self certification by providers via online e-forms 

• Entry by public sector staff 

• Automated scoring algorithm to instantly quantify results and rank providers by 

various performance indicators 

• Visual tools and dynamic dashboards to support users understand results 

• Interactive tools to engage with providers, such as sending and receiving messages, 

sharing notes, or setting tasks  

• Comprehensive reporting and data handling tools to provide users ad hoc or 

scheduled reports, bespoke to local needs 

What are the benefits? 

• Save time by reducing time spent collating data to almost zero 

• Improve understanding of local performance  

• Standardise approach across regions and categories  

• Reduce risk by automating basic compliance checks 

• Better performance in the supplier market as staff freed up to work with providers  

• Better engagement with providers leads to sharing of best practice and innovation 
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Example use case 

Looking at how the tool can support the health and social care markets, our standard 

approach is to profile providers and capture the following information: 

• General info/activity (e.g. facilities, specialisms, prices)  

• Capacity (e.g. number of care homes beds, domiciliary care workers) 

• Sustainability (e.g. financial assessment, CQC rating) 

• Compliance (e.g. current contract(s), insurance documents) 

• Quality (e.g. contracted quality schedules, KPIs) 

The system summarises the information across the entire market in real time and provides 

summary scores and RAG statuses, as well as interactve visual aids. Users can then drill down 

into either individual performance areas for the entire market or for individual providers.  

Should an issue or improvement opportunity be spotted, interaction with single or multiple 

providers can be taken such as asking for an improvement plan (which can be tracked 

online), or invites can be sent to multiple providers to a workshop being planned. 

Customers see better engagement with suppliers and have more time to work with them – 

the result? Consistently better results across the board 

 

Direct Payment Service/AVA 

 
This is a public  facing website supporting Direct Payment recipients and self-funders service 

users online through their care journey. Online assessments, advise and guidance and bespoke 

personalized commissioning from a range of providers. Feedback on supplier performance 

and outcomes. Enable citizens to make informed decisions. Supporting Self-Funders, Direct 

Payments and Personal Health Budgets, whilst allowing professionals to carry out their 

statutory functions 

The Direct Payment Service (Ava) is a flexible choice for clients to bring users closer to the 

commissioning process, or indeed to fully support people in making their own 

commissioning decisions – giving citizens control and ensuring decision are fully informed.    
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The adam Direct Payment Servic e (AVA) has been designed to allow Service Users to engage 

with the core commissioning platform and contribute to the commissioning process, giving 

individuals greater choice and control over the care and support needs.   

The portal allows commissioning organisations to allow individuals to access the process in a 

controlled manner whether that is simply by providing feedback about services received, or 

reviewing the potential Service Providers’ Offers available, to defining their care needs and 

outcomes / milestones.  Users work with their family and the commissioning organisation to 

choose the outcomes that they need, the system them finds the right organisation to deliver 

those outcomes.  Asset based support is included within the supply chain and a a package is 

tailored to give the individual choice from accredited suppliers and organisations 

The care package is then displayed as a diary and both professionals and family can see what 

has been booked and what is being attended by the individual. 

The functionality to manage Direct Payment or Personal Health Budgets through the 

platform is also available.  

• Includes self-assessment functionality to allow the council / CCG to create bespoke 

assessmnt forms to support the referral process  

• Advise and Guidance forms allowing publication of information to support citizens on 

the care and health process 

AVA has been built to put service users in control of the commissioning process. Whether a 

client wants to enable people receiving a direct payment or personal health budget to review 

and manage their care online or they want to give local people more care options if they’re 

self-funding, adam life is the right solution.   

• Can include an assessment functionality to help refer people to the correct pathway 

to find care, self-funded or council funded  

• People can access tailored quotes from care providers and decide what’s right for 

them 

• Citizens are able to engage and confirm that the care charged is the care that’s been 

delivered  

• If they recieve a direct payment or personal health budget, the service user can 

control and manage their own care spending through Ava  

• Service users can leave feedback for providers’ services, giving you and other service 

users a full picture of the quality of the local care market  

• If you want to, you can give service users easy access information and guidance for 

finding, comparing and buying care services – Access to a fully compliant care 

marketplace – adam accredits and manages providers to ensure they’re suitable 

• Commissioning organisations have evidence on which local assets are delivering 

great outcomes  
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adam’s Professional Support Services 

 
We offer clients a range of different professional services which are designed to help 

support our clients through the challenges of change management. 

Supplier Engagement 

Our Supplier Engagement team will provide the client with comprehensive support in 

building and managing the provider base. During the initial implementation the team 

will be responsible for: 

• Scoping and understanding the client’s current market, including any challenges or 

areas that are historically difficult to fill 

• Working with the customer to develop an engagement strategy that will meet 

their needs and objectives 

• Executing the strategy using a variety of tactics to on-board providers to the 

customer’s supply chain 

• Assisting Service Providers with the onboarding process, answering any queries 

and providing general user support 

• Sourcing new Service Providers that can add further value to the customer’s supply 

chain 

 

Post go-live, should a client wish, the team can to continue to provide and extend the 

above services on a chargeable basis. This may include project work to grow the supplier 

base further or the on-going management and engagement with all providers. 

 

Account Management  

As part of the overall support services, clients are provided with a designated Account 

Manager responsible for the strategic management and development of the contract.  This 

individual will be responsible for working with the key stakeholders within the client to 

ensure the customer derives the maximum possible value from the system.  

 

The AM will provide a regular on-site presence and perpetually look to develop the solution 

to enhance the results for the customer. 

 

Key Responsibilities   

 • Managing key strategic relationships within the customer  

 • Understanding and delivering against the critical strategic customer objectives 

  

 • Identifying process efficiencies and general improvements to ensure the client is 

 realising maximum value from the SProc.Net system  
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 • Implementing processes and methods to improve overall system performance  

 • Assisting clients with reporting, managing, and maintaining their Measures of  

 Success targets, preparing ad hoc reports as requested  

 • Ownership of the contract and resolution of escalated operational issues, attending 

 meetings as required   

 • Annual Business Review of strategic objectives within the service and the whole  

 Council   

 • Attending on-site strategic Quarterly Business Reviews with assistance from the 

 client’s Support Consultant    

 • Setting and assisting with a client’s key objectives for the service, reviewing these in 

 Quarterly Business Reviews   

 

adam’s Measures of Success 

adam’s Measures of Success (see below) are designed to ensure each client receives the 

best possible value from the SProc.Net solution. One of the key responsibilities of the 

Account Manager is to monitor the Measures of Success and assist each client with 

achieving their pre-defined targets for each measure. The Account Manager will report 

on the delivery of the Measures of Success at each of the Quarterly Business Reviews 

and provide progress updates on each of the measures in the monthly management 

information. The Measures of Success are summarised as follows: 

 

 

 

Personalisation 

Choice 

Quality 

Value 

Fulfilment 

Process •Measures whether a service is delivered on time 

•Measures whether the service is filled on each Requirement 

•Measures the level of savings made on each Requirement 

•Measures the level of quality on each service procured 

•Measures the number of Offers placed on each Requirement 
in order to drive competition 

•Measures the level of detail provided on each Requirement 
in order to procure the most tailored service 
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Feedback Policy 

The Account Manager will be the primary point of contact for any feedback, suggestions, 

compliments and complaints relating to the delivery of the contract to the client.  Our aim is 

to resolve all complaints within 24 hours.  Should any issues take longer than this to resolve, 

they will be escalated as appropriate.  All Service Provider complaints will be escalated to the 

Head of Supplier Engagement, whilst client-related issues will be escalated to the Head of 

Support and Head of Account Management for further action.  A copy of our full Feedback 

Policy and Procedure is available on request. 

Support Team 

The Support Team is located at our head office in Milton Keynes and provides operational 

support between the hours of 08:30 and 17:00 Monday to Friday. Support from the Support 

Consultants is available to both client users and Service Providers and is there to assist with 

the end-to-end commissioning process as managed through the SProc.Net solution. 

Key Responsibilities 

Key responsibilities of the Support Team include: 

• Delivering a high-quality experience for every system user interacting with the 

technology 

• Responding to client and Service Provider inbound Queries, telephone calls and 

live chat conversations in a timely manner, in line with pre-defined Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

• Monitoring the end-to-end process of the solution and providing administrative 

assistance to the client and their Service Providers where necessary 

• Assisting the client with reporting and managing their Measures of Success 

targets 

• Providing support to the client and the Service Providers about the use of the 

management reporting suite within SProc.Net 

• Managing and reporting exceptions, where the standard process has not been 

followed, to ensure effective use of the solution for the client 

• Supporting regular client site visits from the client’s dedicated Support 

Consultant 

• Creation and delivery of management information for the client, to be 

presented at face-to-face reviews with the Support Consultant as, and when, 

required 

 

Contact Methods  

The Support Team can provide assistance to the client’s users and their Service Providers via 

the SProc.Net Query system, live chat or telephone.  Our preferred method of contact is via 

the Query system built into the SProc.Net solution.  The Query system does not require the 

user to open a different program or application in order to contact the Support Consultants 
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and is also fully auditable.  The table below outlines the target response times for each 

contact method available to the client and Service Provider users during office hours: 

 

 

Contact Method 

 

Measurement 

 

Target 

 

SProc.Net Query Activation 

Time 

 

Within 1 Hour 

 

95% 

 

SProc.Net Query Resolution 

Time 

 

Within 24 Hours 

 

90% 

 

Live Chat Initial Response Time 

 

Within 10 Minutes 

 

90% 

 

Telephone Enquiries 

 

Number of client and Service 

Provider Calls Answered first 

time and within 30 seconds 

 

90% 

 

 

Training 

During implementation, we will undertake all client user and Service Provider training. 

Training will either be delivered onsite or off-site via webinar. Any post go-live training 

requirements will be chargeable. 

 

Implementation Overview 
The implementation of SProc.Net and associated modules will take approximately 20 weeks 

depending on the size and scope of the category of spend to be implemented (e.g., area of 

spend, client user numbers, Service Provider numbers).  Implementation will commence 

under the terms of an agreed Project Charter.   

All clients will be provided with a dedicated adam Project Manager who will be responsible 

for mobilising the appropriate adam implementation project team during this period.  The 

adam Project Manager will meet with the client’s Project Manager and project team weekly 

in order to review progress against the implementation plan.   

 

Flexible Project Plan 

adam has adopted a flexible project approach that has a track record of delivering high 

class projects. The key high level steps of the plan, based on a full end-to-end 
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implementation, are below. Timescales are based on a 16 week implementation and will 

vary dependant on the scope of solution implemented: 

•  Scoping and stakeholder engagement, project governance planning (wk1-4) 

immerse ourselves in the client organisation, meet with key stakeholders, map 

current/future states and key strategic drivers. Draft and finalise project plan, 

adam team works on-site weekly and runs weekly project meetings and regular 

sponsor calls 

•   Legal and policy documentation documentation(wk5-9) – creation of all supplier- 

facing legal and policy documentation, agreeing and confirming client policies 

and practices regarding the use of SProc.Net 

•   Supplier Engagement (wk6-16) – current state analysis completed and market 

engagement strategy crafted and executed by adam experts 

•   System configuration (wk7-16) – adam configures SProc.Net around the client’s 

• needs and workflows 

•   System testing (wk7-16) – adam staff ensure minimal risk of bugs or issues before 

market engagement and go-live 

•   Training (wk14-16) –bespoke training plan crafted and delivered 

 

 

 

 

Experience tells us that understanding and properly scoping the client and category is key to 

success.  Flexibility in approach is required whilst we learn our client and the affected service 

areas.  This philosophy makes our project approach successful across different organisations 

and categories of spend.  The project team work on-site regularly and provide as much 

support as is necessary to help client’s stakeholders understand their tasks and then provide 

guidance and experience to make this easier. 

 

Given our experience, we can provide examples, policies, best practice, etc., to help clients 

make the right decisions for their own organisation.  The project is run via regular project 

meetings, topic workshops, milestones/sign-off dates, etc.  Our approach is defined by our 

proactive staff and agile nature, we undertake whatever needs to be done to move a project 

forward, even if it means amendments to the plan and additional resource.  

 

Data Migration Requirements  

Data migration requirements are scoped and planned during the implementation process.  

SProc.Net supports script-based iMacros imports of data into each of its object areas, using a 

spreadsheet-based format.  Import data templates are drafted and circulated during the 

implementation to capture and validate data before loading into our test system, which is 

later presented to the client for sign-off as part of the formal User Acceptance Testing 

procedure. The most common data migration exercise our clients undertake is the import of 

existing service package contracts (“Current Service Agreements”) into SProc.Net, before go-
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live, in order for all transactions to be managed and transacted in one place postlaunch. As 

above, this uses a standard spreadsheet-based import template which will include the service 

information, start and end dates, cost centre codes, agreed prices and units, client 

transaction owners and approvers, intermission (i.e., non-billable) dates, and so on, 

depending on each client’s specific system configuration.  

  

 

adam HTT Infrastructure 

The adam HTT infrastructure was designed with resilience in mind. Every aspect of the 

solution was built using Hardware and Software from industry leading providers to ensure 

performance, uptime and robustness is maintained without exception.  Hosted in a 

dedicated UK private cloud, security is of paramount importance at every layer of the 

solution and is regularly tested to ensure vulnerabilities are identified and addressed in the 

most efficient way.    

Physical Security  

All Production applications are hosted within the adam HTT dedicated private cloud, located 

in a purpose-built Tier 3 London based Data Centre.   

 

The physical security adheres to all Tier 3 requirements including but not limited to: 

 

• Steel frame, concrete floors, metal faced cladding and glazing. 

• Typical floor loading of 10kN/m2. 

• 5m slab to slab height. 

• 600mm raised floors with anti-static tiles 

• Minimum N+N redundancy on power supply. 

• Diverse A&B supply, distributed via 11kV ring main units. 

• 3.1MW of power per floor plate. 

• Power/cooling systems supported by up to 33 no-break Rotary UPS sets. 

• On-site diesel tanks (476,000 litres) support 50 hours at full capacity. 

• Minimum N+N redundancy on power supply. 

• Very early smoke detection and alarm system (VESDA). 

• Gas suppression system using centrally stored Inergen to technical areas. 

• Dry risers to all floors. 

• Smoke and gas extraction. 

• Premises controllers manage facility security 24x7. 

• Access control using proximity card readers. 

• Intruder alarms to all areas with external infra-red barrier. 

• Multiple CCTV cameras (interior and exterior). 

• Secure managed delivery and loading area. 

• Biometric hand scanners at suite doors. 

• Mantraps deployed at main entrance. 

•  
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Infrastructure Diagram  

 

 
 

Infrastructure is managed on an IaaS basis by Rackspace and consists of a virtual VMware 

environment with dedicated servers at the compute layer and Storage Area Network (SAN) at 

the storage layer. Secondary Data Centre is located in Leeds ensuring data sovereignty is 

never put at risk and every record remains within the UK at all times.   

The system is highly scalable and secure, utilising dual managed industry leading firewalls, 

with 1000Mbps throughput capability, combined with the Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

to further ensure application defence.  
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Dual Load Balance configuration in place to evenly distribute application traffic across Web 

Servers.   

Data Continuity 

The private cloud is synchronously replicated to the secondary datacentre allowing for a 

rapid disaster recovery process, with replication and failover to the secondary data centre 

using VMware SRM. The DR platform can be invoked from both the primary and the 

secondary fully resilient locations.  

No single point of failure at any level of the setup and database availability groups allows 

instantaneous failover in the event of a primary database failure, meaning no noticeable 

impact to system users. All of which results in a highly efficient platform with limited down-

time of 0.01%  

The following additional backup procedures are in place outside of the replication to further 

enhance data continuity levels: 

• Transaction Log backups of all production user databases taken every 15 minutes 

and stored locally on the server before being copied to secondary data centre. 

• Daily Full Database backups of all production user databases stored locally on 

the server and before being copied to secondary data centre. 

• Weekly Full Database backups of all system databases stored on the server 

before being copied to secondary data centre. 

• Full Database backups of all production user databases taken prior to any 

software releases. 

 

Monitoring 

 

System and network performance is continually monitored to identify problems 

before they impact system users. The following monitoring layers are in place 

across the solution and notifications sent directly to Production Support staff if any 

thresholds are exceeded: 

• Custom Application Level XOT 

• Database Event Level 

• Nagios Server Level 

• SolarWinds Network Level 

All errors that occur on adam applications are stored in a dedicated error log.  Every 10 

minutes, a scheduled event is executed to check for any errors and emails them to the 

Production Support Team for investigation. This custom application level monitoring 

allows the team to respond to issues, as and when they happen – as oppose to needing 

to wait for a client/supplier to report them.  
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Each Database Server instance utilized within the Adam HTT infrastructure has Database 

Mail configured.  All database jobs are configured to send an email to the Production 

Support team if a job fails.  

All database servers are configured to email the Production Support team in the event of 

severity alerts being created Nagios offers complete monitoring and alerting for servers, 

switches, applications, and services and is considered as the industry standard In IT 

Infrastructure Monitoring. It monitors hosts and services, alerting the Production Support 

team when thresholds are exceeded or when servers are not contactable. Nagios is used 

to monitor the following on all adam HTT servers: 

• Disk Space 

• CPU Load 

• Memory Usage 

• Uptime 

• SMTP (where applicable) 

• W3SVC Process (where applicable 

• SSH (where applicable) 

• FTP (where applicable) 

• HTTP (where applicable) 

 

Data Encryption  

AES 256 Transparent Database Encryption is employed on databases containing sensitive 

information and is also the standard for all backup data. SHA256 SSL certification is enabled 

on all front-end applications.   

Internal System Security  

Inside of the perimeter firewalls, systems are safeguarded by network address translation, 

VLAN Segregation, Port redirection, IP masquerading, non-routable IP addressing schemes, 

and DDoS detection and mitigation services that comprehensively protects from DDoS 

attacks.  

Operating System Security  

Adam HTT enforces tight operating system-level security by using a minimal number of 

access points to all production servers. We protect all operating system accounts with strong 

passwords, and production servers do not share a master password database. All operating 

systems are maintained at recommended patch levels for security and are hardened by 

disabling and/or removing any unnecessary users, protocols, and processes. All operating 

systems are installed with antivirus scheduled to update definitions daily. 
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Database Security  

Database access is controlled for each application instance (each web) for additional security. 

Access to production databases is limited to a number of points, and production databases 

do not share a master password database. 

User Authentication  

Users access Adam HTT applications with a valid username and password combination, 

which is encrypted via SSL while in transmission. Users cannot choose weak, 

dictionarysolvable passwords -- a mandatory minimum length of 8 characters with a 

combination of alpha + numeric characters. All passwords obfuscated within the system and 

fields are encrypted within the database using 40bit key.  

Application Security  

The platform has inbuilt SQL injection prevention, which stops any user input from being 

translated into direct SQL statements.  All user inputs also have invalid character checks. Data 

is accessed through logical security layer within the application, which prevents clients 

accessing other client’s data. Within this we provide 5 distinct user roles to be allocated 

depending on required access and client sponsor or Client Administrator will maintain these. 

This security model is reapplied with every request and enforced for the entire duration of a 

user's session.    

Application Components 

 
Console Pages 

The application console pages are meta-data driven with multiple panes. It allows 

information from disparate sources to be displayed in a single page and allows for user 

configurability. 

 

The console page is designed to provide a user-friendly dashboard, landing page, or 

aggregation page. It includes support for: 

 

• Localization and internationalization 

• Full support for all major browsers 

• Persistent per-user pane positioning 

• Persistent per-user pane collapsing/expanding 

• A variety of standard, meta-data driven pane contents 

o Lists 

o Details 

o Graphs 

o Maps 
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Detail View 

 

The Detail control is the primary UI element used for creating and editing data. The primary 

purpose of the Detail control is creation, presentation, and editing of application data and 

includes support for the following: 

• Localization and internationalization 

• Full support for all major browsers 

• Integrated support for standard .Net controls including Textbox, DropdownList, 

Password, Checkbox, and RadioButtons 

• Integrated support for a comprehensive set of widely applicable widgets including 

Calendar widget, Time widget, Duration widget, Multi-select widget, Rating 

widget, Find widget 

• Support for data-driven links and buttons 

• Default columnar layout 

• Field grouping using HTML FIELDSET tags 

• Access key support (accelerators) 

• Empty field watermarks 

• Related summary data 

 

Wizard Pages 

The application wizard page allows users to create or edit data or to initiate action across a 

series of application pages. The primary purpose of the Wizard is gathering comprehensive 

data over a series of pages. It includes support for: 

• Localization and internationalization 

• Client-side data validation with server-side redundancy 

• Full support for all major browsers 

• Full functionality of Detail view 

• Running summary 

• Inter-page dependencies 

 

Reporting Services 

Multiple reporting engines are built into the platform and allow for both static and custom 

reports to be created, generated and exported. Key features include: 

• Export all reports to typical type of formats such as Excel, PDF and Word 

• Selection of on-demand “subscription” reports 

• Tabular, matrix chart, and free-form reports 
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Direct Data Import  

To assist with new client implementations, adam HTT allows data to be imported directly into 

all areas of the system.  Utilizing excel templates, data extracts from other transactional 

applications can be quickly and easily introduced to the systems. The Import functionality is 

important as it means that all data imported into the application is introduced in such a way 

that the data is subjected to the same rules as if the data was entered via the user interface 

rather than alternative methods that can insert data directly into the database which can lead 

to data errors and business logic rules not firing correctly if at all.   

  

Notification Service  

Every action performed on application has the ability to generate an Email notification.  

These notifications can be set and customized at system, client and user level.    

 

A flexible way of setting up notifications is available. The traditional mechanism of 

notifications being sent to users that are tied to an object (i.e. owners, assignees, approvers 

etc) is still available, however the application also offers the ability to set up distribution lists 

against system events  e.g. all financial events could be set up to also notify a clients finance 

team.  

 

Client Specific Interface Files 

To facilitate interfacing with other systems, Client specific interface files can be added to the 

systems. The interface formats can be used to generate files in the following formats: 

• Excel Spreadsheet 

• CSV 

• Text 

• PDF 

 

Audit 

To allow for full scale audit procedures, the applications contain 3 different system 

components that can capture data which can be utilised for audit purposes: 

• Data Entry Audit 

• Application Request Log 

• Core System Log 

Where applicable, application objects that allow data entry can be configured to audit all 

changes.  The audit shows all values at point of insert and all subsequent data updates.   

At present, all of the main application objects contain full audit functionality – but this can be 

extended to other areas on request.  

 

All web requests processed by the application are logged in the application request log.  The 

following information is captured:  
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• Request Type  

• Page 

•  Web Server  

• User Host IP Address  

• URL  

• User  

• Request Duration  

• Date/Time  

• Error Message (if applicable) 

The core system components log every action taken to a dedicated log file on each of the 

web servers.  Some examples include:  

• Database statements  

• Application Object event calls  

• Timing Events  

• Application Information Messages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


